2004 nissan altima engine diagram

More than service repair and owners manual for Nissan Altima free download! Nissan Altima is
a middle class car that has been in production since In the model lineup of Nissan, Altima takes
place between the Sentra and Maxima. The first version in the body of the U13 was an
adaptation of the Nissan Bluebird for the North American market. The third and fourth Altima is
a car close to the Nissan Teana, and the fifth generation is completely Teana with a different
name. Altima engines to match the size: until , when the car was in a golf class, the popular 2.
These engines are manufactured until today and are quite modern and perfect. Below, choosing
your model, you will find the technical characteristics of Altima engines, their main problems
and causes, as well as repairs. In addition, you will learn what oil to pour, engine life, tuning and
more. All content on the site Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not bear any
responsibility for illegal actions, and any damage incurred by the copyright holders. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Home Â» Nissan Â» Nissan Altima repair manual. Nissan Altima. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject
Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. The main reason that the VQ35DE was such a great accomplishment is because
of its versatility. The VQ35DE is a 3. Nissan achieved such high horsepower per liter using dual
overhead camshafts, and 4 valves per cylinder. Not too surprisingly, the VQ35DE features
aluminum cylinder heads and an aluminum cylinder block. This helps keep weight down, which
is important for balance in a sports car. This further improves power and decreases fuel
consumption. The VQ35DE is a versatile engine with its good horsepower and low fuel
consumption. Because of this, Nissan used it in multiple vehicles. The performance data for the
VQ35DE can be a little hard to understand online. This is because throughout the many vehicles
it came in, and the different versions of the engine itself. Luckily the folks at Wikipedia have
made the performance data easy to understand. The Rev-up engine produced more horsepower
by adding variable valve timing to the exhaust camshaft. Also added was a different ECU,
slightly different internals, and a different intake plenum. All of this added up to the horsepower
it produced. As a car guy, this is the part I find interesting. Although the VQ35 is an interesting
engine in stock form, we find modified engines more interesting. The Dallara T12 makes an
insane naturally aspirated horsepower from the VQ35 that powers it. Some people will build a
naturally aspirated VQ Some naturally aspirated builds can reach as much as whp. But, that
takes an insane amount of time and money. The average tuner would rather boost their VQ35
because the performance per dollar is so much better. Unfortunately, the VQ35DE is limited to
about whp due to weak connecting rods. Just like any other engine in the world, the VQ35DE
has some issues. The Rev-up version, in particular, is known for excessive oil consumption.
This issue affects the standard VQ35, but not nearly as often. Many owners complain of a loud
rattling noise on startup which is typically the factory timing chain tensioner. The tensioner is
known for not being the best quality and can cause major engine damage if ignored for to long.
The poor tensioner can cause excessive timing chain wear causing it to fail prematurely. So the
VQ35DE is a versatile and reliable little engine. Nissan stuffed it into many of their products
over the last 15 years. Not only can it make excellent power, but its fuel efficient, and reliable. It
also has lots of tuning potential. A Chevy LS swap is cheaper and has more potential for high
horsepower. This dropping cost of a used Z, however, is changing this issue. On VQ35HR there
are no problems with the couplings, my motor already now , the motor ran , km further sold , I
did not have any problems with them, well, in general, in 4 years of communication with other
owners, I did not hear that on the Z, Then I suffered with couplings. Need help with an engine
swap having problems finding a VQ35de rev up motor. I have a infiniti m35x, i always find my oil
level in the middle point or close to low after every month or two of an oil change. I have

changed everything, spark plug, o-ring in oil filter, valve cover gasket and now i am comsidering
using a different oil. I am confused. Chassis XM6. Engine VQ35 DE To me it looks the same but I
was told that since they are not the same manufactured year , they are not the same. Your
advice will be greatly appreciated. Have changed everything twice: radiator, water pump, front
and rear stats, fan. It will run forever at idle, but at a dead stop and I get on it, the needle jumps
straight up. Any suggestions? The vehicle has , miles on it all highway. Is this motor just as
good as the regular Z motor? Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please
make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions
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Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Replace it right away with a Nissan
Altima engine splash shield from CarParts. We offer only high-quality parts at competitive
prices. Shop now and get the perfect part for your Altima! The upper and lower splash shields
protect the underside of your Altima from water and road debris that can damage engine
components. Its fasteners may come loose or break, causing the panel to get dragged while the
vehicle is moving. You likely hear scraping noises from underneath your vehicle when this
happens. Take your pick from our wide selection of engine splash shields sourced from the

most reputable brands in the industry. Need your engine splash shield as soon as possible? All
our products are on hand, and we have strategically located warehouses across the country to
guarantee fast shipping. If you have any questions, our friendly customer service team is
available round the clock to help you out. Engine splash shields are compatible with various
model years and applications, so it will surely be easy to find a perfect fit for your ride. Check
out our products now and order your Nissan engine splash shield today! We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Shipping Update. Find Out More. Select your vehicle. Nissan Altima Engine Splash Shield.
Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Engine Splash Shield part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Showing 1 - 15 of 31 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: N Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 31 results. Replacement
Front Engine Splash Shield. Sep 16, Works just great! Douglas King. Purchased on Jul 28, Aug
02, Fit was fine. Don't really care about finish under there. Definitely not as thick as OEM, but
apparently adequate as as it's been on over a year and survived a Wisconsin winter.
ReloaderJeff ReloaderJeff. Purchased on May 03, Jun 11, Great Part! Great Part. Fit is good.
Ultra fast shipping! Will order again! Kevin Murphy. Purchased on May 26, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. How to Replace an Engine Splash Shield Meanwhile, worn out, broken,
or missing fasteners can leave the engine splash shield partially hanging down and possibly
even scraping the road. This problem is common among cars with splash shields that were
designed to be removed for oil changes. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement.

